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Statistics is known to everybody, simply because in our
current live we often see statistical analyses. But what
is robust statistics, why should statistics be robust?
And why should we use robust statistics instead of well
known usual statistics, when we analyse business data?
The present paper answers this questions and explains
why only robust statistics guaranties reliable results
when we analyse business data. The aim is to provide
some very basic understanding of the why and how of
robust statistics. For details of the mathematical found-
ation or the implementation of robust procedures we
refer to the literature mentioned at the end.

1 Introduction

The laws of nature, esp. in Physics, which are relevant
for our daily life, are deterministic. Nevertheless, due
to the interaction with its surroundings, the behaviour
of a system always contains some may be small ran-
dom component. We experience that everywhere. On
a motorway, I am able to drive at constant velocity if
nobody else is around. In a normal traffic situation, I
have to slow down or to accelerate, the velocity as a
function of time has a stochastic component. This is
true for enterprises as well. Irregular behaviour of cus-
tomers, fluctuating exchange rates, thunderstorms and
many other external effects create some stochasticity
on a detailed level.

In statistics, stochastic data are described by distribu-
tions. Typically one assumes a normal distribution, and
in practice this is often true. A typical example is the
distribution of the height or weight of men of a given
age. In usual statistics, a main requirement to obtain
reliable results is indeed that data are normally distrib-
uted. In nature, this is often the case. The reason is a

mathematical fact called central limit theorem. It states
that if a certain quantity is influenced by many small
random parameters, it is normally distributed. This
is to some extent true for the velocity distribution on
a motorway during not too dense traffic. But the dis-
tribution changes, when the density becomes higher.
One experiences slow downs and traffic jams causing a
strongly skew distribution.

Especially for business data, distributions are often not
normal. Take as example DSO, i.e. the time it takes un-
til a customer pays an invoice. Let us assume for sim-
plicity that we have the same payment term for all cus-
tomers, invoices should be paid after 30 days. Typically,
invoices are paid at the earliest few days before the
payment due date. Most invoices are paid at or slightly
after the payment due date. But there will always be
some late or very late or even too early payments. The
distribution for DSO is not normal. The distribution is
skew, asymmetric, and we have to expect heavy tails or
outliers. As a consequence, usual statistics may fail if it
is applied to DSO.

Suppose a manager wants to know whether and how
DSO in his company depends on delivery reliability.
Statistics provides tools to answer such a question. The
manager could ask a data scientist to investigate all de-
liveries, invoices and payments of the last 12 months,
calculate the time between invoice and payment and
some KPIs describing the companies delivery reliability,
and to look for correlations. As for DSO, the KPIs are
distributed and the distributions are not normal. Usual
statistics may fail, partly because of the asymmetry,
partly because of heavy tails, partly because of outliers.
What happens if statistics fails in those cases has been
illustrated by N.N. Taleb in his book The Black Swan [1].

In Trufa, we deal with business data. Our customers
trust in the statistical methods we use in the product.
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Therefore it is essential that the statistics does not fail.
Robust statistics provides methods and procedures
which do not rely on special assumptions like normal
distributions and which are robust against outliers.

2 Robust statistics, a simple
example

Robust statistics deals with data which are not normally
distributed, where the distribution is skew or where
one has outliers. The goal is to produce reliable stat-
istical results which do not change if there are outliers.
The goal of (robust) statistics is to produce best estim-
ates for given quantities. To illustrate that, let us take
a closer look at the above example of the DSO distri-
bution. Fig. 1 shows a typical DSO distribution with a
payment due date of 30 days. The distribution is skew
and there are outliers. The question statistics should
answer is: What is the best estimate for DSO in the fu-
ture given these data from the past. The usual estimate
is the average. The average DSO value for these data is
61 days, clearly dominated by the asymmetry and the
few outliers. Taking away the single outlier at 259 days
changes the average to 47 days. This is an extreme ex-
ample, but it clearly shows that the usual average is not
robust. In this example, the average is not a reliable es-
timate for the future behaviour. Changing an outlier in
data from the past or taking it away should not influ-
ence the best estimate for the future DSO value.
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Figure 1: DSO distribution with payment due date 30
days.

A robust alternative to the average is the median. In
the present case it is 31 days and clearly represents the
bulk of the distribution. It does not change when we
take the outlier at 259 days away or if the outlier takes

some other value, e.g. 130 days. The median, which is
the 50%-quantile, and by the way any other quantile as
well is robust. The 𝑥%-quantile is the value for which
exactly 𝑥% of the distribution lie below and (100 − 𝑥)%
lie above. The 25%- and 75%-quantiles are often called
first or third quartile and are important values as well.

Traditionally, a statistician eliminates outliers manually.
In the above example, this is indeed possible, there are
only few of them, clearly separated from the bulk. If
we eliminate the outliers with a DSO above 70 days in
the above example, the mean is 32 days, close to the
median. In a big data problem, where there are mil-
lions of data records or even more, it is impractical to
identify and eliminate outliers manually. Further, this
is not a systematic approach you can use if you want
to deal with data automatically. More importantly, in a
situation where one has more than one variable, and
where correlations are of interest, removing outliers
becomes a daunting task.

Statistics offers systematic approaches to identify out-
liers. One procedure would be to identify outliers and
apply usual statistics afterwards. But even then the re-
maining data are not normally distributed. Therefore,
robust statistics goes further than simple identification
of outliers. Robust statistics provides tools to analyse
data automatically. Robust statistics provides results
which do not depend on outliers and which are even
valid if the underlying distributions are not normal.
The second point is very important. Whereas, at least
for a not too large data set, the statistician can elim-
inate outliers manually, he cannot remove the asym-
metry of a distribution. This is a property of the bulk.
As mentioned in the introduction, usual statistics may
fail in the presence of non-normal distributions. Skew
distributions or distributions with heavy tails are non-
normal. They occur quite naturally in almost all busi-
ness data and have to be dealt with appropriately.

Robust statistics is more than the proper treatment of
outliers. Outliers are data that do not fit the pattern of
the majority of the data. Outliers may be errors, they
may be caused by exceptional circumstances, or there
may be other important reasons for these special data.
Detecting outliers is important and robust statistics can
be used to detect them. But the goals are deeper: Ro-
bust statistics provide methods which yield stable res-
ults, stable against small deviations. A small deviation
of a data set can be a large deviation of few elements
of the data sets, outliers, or a small deviation of a larger
number of elements. A screaming minority should not
outperform the majority.

3 Some mathematical details

Let us look at some simple mathematical details con-
cerning robust statistics. We try to be quite elementary
here. Reader who is not interested in these details may
skip this section.
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Let us take again the DSO example discussed in the
previous section. Consider a large enterprise and as-
sume that during one year there are one million in-
voices with a payment due date of 30 days and the
corresponding payments. For each, we calculate the
time between invoice date and payment date. Let 𝑡𝑖 be
these time values, where the index 𝑖 runs over the one
million different invoices. Further, let 𝑚𝑖 be the corres-
ponding amount invoiced. The one would calculate the
weighted mean as

̄𝑡 = ∑ 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑖
∑ 𝑚𝑖

There is another way to interpret the mean. Suppose
that you want to determine the best estimate for DSO
given the data. Let 𝑡 be the best estimate. For each in-
voice, (𝑡𝑖 − 𝑡) is the deviation from the best estimate.
∑ 𝑚𝑖(𝑡𝑖 − 𝑡)2 is the weighted mean square deviation.
You may determine 𝑡 such that the weighted square
deviation becomes minimal, this is the so called least
square estimate. To do that you have to take the de-
rivative of the expression ∑ 𝑚𝑖(𝑡𝑖 − 𝑡)2 and set it to
zero. It is easy to see that the result is the weighted
mean ̄𝑡. We know already, that a large outlier influ-
ences the mean; it is not robust. Indeed, the mean is
only the simplest least square estimate. All least square
estimates are not robust, because a large outlier yields
a large contribution to the mean square deviation. The
difference |𝑡𝑖 − 𝑡| is large for a given outlier 𝑡𝑖 and this
large difference enters squared in the mean square de-
viation.

Instead of the weighted mean square deviation, you
may look at the weighted mean absolute deviation
∑ 𝑚𝑖|𝑡𝑖 − 𝑡|. If you determine 𝑡 as the value where
the weighted mean absolute deviation becomes min-
imal, you obtain the weighted median, which is ro-
bust. It does not change if some outlier changes. One
may indeed show that searching the minimum of the
weighted mean absolute deviation not only for this
simple example but also for more general setups with
more than one variable produces more robust results
than the least square estimate. But there are better
methods for data sets with more variables.

Another robust alternative to the mean is the trimmed
mean. Here, the mean of a subset of the data is calcu-
lated. The subset is formed by omitting a certain por-
tion of the data, the lowest and the highest 𝑥%. The
50% trimmed mean is equivalent to the median, the
trimmed mean is therefore often seen as a comprom-
ise between the standard mean and the robust me-
dian.

A method which is often used to obtain good estimates
is the so called maximum likelihood method. Here one
looks at the probability that the deviation (𝑡𝑖 − 𝑡) occurs.
One varies 𝑡 such that the product of all these probab-
ilities takes a maximum. For the above example, the
maximum likelihood is equivalent to the least square
estimate for normally distributed data. Indeed, least

square estimates yield the best results in the pres-
ence of normal distributions. However, a 0.5% devi-
ation from the normal distribution can cause the least
square estimate to be less good than other estimates,
such as the minimum of the weighted absolute devi-
ation or the trimmed mean.

What is a suitable measure for the robustness of a
statistical quantity? In practice, one often looks at the
breakdown value. The breakdown value is the smal-
lest portion of observations in the data set which may
be replaced without carrying the estimate arbitrarily
far away. From our example of one million invoices,
we saw that a single outlier may change the mean
value drastically. Therefore, the breakdown value of
the mean is zero. It is sufficient to change an arbitrary
small portion of observations. In contrast, the median
does not change even if 50% of the data are outliers
and are changed. For the median the breakdown value
is 50%. Similarly, the 𝑥% trimmed mean has a break-
down value of 𝑥%.

Another important measure is the efficiency. It ex-
presses how good the estimate is compared to a clas-
sical estimate if it is applied to normally distributed
data. A good robust method has a high efficiency and
a high breakdown value. There are many good ro-
bust methods available but the field is still open for
research.

4 Robust regression

Let us come back to the example we used in the in-
troduction, the manager who wants to know whether
and how DSO in his company depends on delivery re-
liability. This is an example where robust regression is
needed.

Delivery reliability can be described by several KPIs
and the question is how those KPIs influence DSO. We
already saw that the typical DSO distribution is not nor-
mal and contains outliers. The same is true for the KPIs
describing delivery reliability. Usual statistics, typic-
ally some least square fit, does not yield stable results,
since it relies on normal distributions (see the remarks
in the previous section). Therefore, we need robust
statistics.

Delivering such dependencies is a core functionality
of the Trufa software, where robust regression is ap-
plied. Various methods for robust regression exist
and are well tested, see e.g. [2]. They are often based
on maximum likelihood type estimators, so called M-
estimators, first introduced by Huber (see [3]). Today,
refined variants such as MM-estimators are used. The
basic idea of the maximum likelihood is older, it was
developed roughly 100 years ago. Roughly speaking,
the likelihood describes how good a statistical model
with a given parameter set agrees with the data. This
likelihood, i.e. the agreement with the data is then
maximised by varying the parameters.
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Let us mention that there are several other robust re-
gression techniques besides the MM-estimators. An-
other popular technique is the least trimmed squares
method. The idea behind that is similar to the trimmed
mean.

5 Some history

Statistics have long been used. Statistical methods date
back at least to the 5th century BC. The most import-
ant concepts were developed in the 17th century and
most of the concepts used in traditional statistics today
date back to the 19th century. In comparison to that,
robust statistics is new. Early concepts date back to the
60s of the last century, see [3]. Most of the scientific
development was done in the last 20 years. Huge data
sets, today often called big data, made robust statistics
important. Another point is computing power. Since ro-
bust procedures and big data need computing power,
the implementation of more sophisticated robust tech-
niques really only started 10 to 15 years ago.

Today, it is easy to implement and use robust statist-
ics. Several statistics packages provide well tested and
reliable tools for robust statistics. In Trufa, we use R
[4]. Packages for robust statistical methods are actively
developed for R and have existed for a while, see e.g.
[5]. A list of R-packages which provide robust methods
currently available is maintained by M. Maechler [6].
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